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This is what Heaven has taught me

Sun Myung Moon
September 27, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 9.1 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

When Mrs. McDevitt said the title of Father’s speech to read that day was “Blessing,” Father said:

“This (content of his speech) is what Heaven has taught me since I was three, four years old. Though you don’t
know that fact, listen carefully.”

Father said in his speech that the term “Blessing marriage” is not the invention of the Unification church but is
God’s ideal which God wanted to realize through creation. He also said the Blessing in the course of restoration
is nor for the sake of an individual but for establishing a new tribe, nation and the world. He said the purpose of
history was to find Adam and then he needs to recreate Eve, and therefore Jesus must have established his own
family before establishing new tribe, new nation and the new world.

“Without fundamentally making things straight, everything (one does) will be denied later. I can’t live eternally
and I am already 93 years old. You don’t know what programs I have up until 120 years of my age in order to
conclude what I do. I have to go beyond 114 years up to 124 years. For 10 years from 114 to 124, if you later
generations don’t adjust (your life to Father’s), it will be impossible (for Father) to live to 124 years.”

“The number 17 has been gone. Jesus was 17 years old when he sought the national foundation. It was June in
the year when he was 17 years old. That leads to 1,700 years. A new history must start no later than the year
2240, 2,040 (Katsumi: Father said these two numbers) when all humankind must make a new start with True
Parents’ family which is like the family in the Garden of Eden, and by mobilizing the spirit world to earth, (Father)
puts on the people the cloth of absolute sex, makes them God’s absolute representatives and successors, and
makes a conclusion with them. Have you had such an idea?”

“On the top of Taepyeong Seongdae: the Reign of Tranquility and Prosperity, True Parents stand and have Eog
Mansei there.”

“If not for the Panama Canal, ships would need 47 to 70 days to go to the other side, and China is now trying to
dominate it.”

(Reading the title of his speech file) “Settlement of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. This is all
what we need.”

“Animals, both male and female, don’t have spirit selves.”
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